
ATTN: Congresswoman Marjorie Greene

I noticed you are very concerned about the inhumane treatment and torture of 
Federal Inmates/Prisoners over the ANTIFA-led Incident on January 6, 2021. You 
seem genuinely concerned and disturbed about the abuse of prisoners which is 
being used by Corrupt U.S. DOJ to justify forcing false guilty plea agreements.

The truth is, Brian David Hill, formerly of USWGO Alternative News was Patient 
Zero. Very popular YouTube videos were uploaded by me, Stanley Bolten of 
JusticeFORuswgo.wordpress.com, JusticeFORuswgo.NL. Thousands of views 
already. In just 10 minutes approximately in two videos show the evidence of 
TORTURE of Trump supporter Brian D. Hill an alternative news reporter of 
USWGO.com. I am exposing the corruption and criminal behavior on website.

I am faxing the video links to you; and Congressman Matt Gaetz should also be 
informed of the TORTURE of journalist Brian D. Hill into forceful submitting to 
false guilty plea which violates the law. This is standard practice, U.S. Marshals 
beating up unarmed inmates. They threatened to beat up Brian Hill for speaking 
out, a journalist being threatened and persecuted by the Department of InJustice 
for years and years over his political website USWGO Alternative News. Learn 
the truth Marjorie Taylor Green, all Congressional staff should watch the video 
and take appropriate action and share it with all concerned Government 
employees. Brian was tortured as test subject of political persecution under 
Obama/Biden Administration and the evidence was fraudulent, fraudulent, perjury.

Brian is willing to testify before Congress regarding being held hostage by 
Corrupt Federal Judge and about being tortured into falsely pleading guilty. 
Brian also asked the U.S. Military to allow him to be a witness to testify in regards
to a corrupt highly treasonous Federal Judge who ignores the law, ignores the 
Supreme Court, ignores everything and even ignores the Local Court Rules.

DATED: August 1, 2021
Best Regards,

Stanley Bolten
(202) 350-0416

StanleyBolten@protonmail.com
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Already over 4,000 views but the view count keeps rising. 

The video shows nothing but the facts and it limited evidence, as 
there are hundreds of pages of medical records proving torture of 
Brian D. Hill. They tortured him in FEDERAL CUSTODY by 
giving him his diabetic insulin hours after his diabetic blood sugar 
goes high, even the diet trays have slow acting carbohydrates. He 
was tortured in Federal Marshals operated and contracted Jails.
Brian kept begging to be allowed to prove his innocence but was 
told to falsely plead guilty or face 20 years knowing the entire 
criminal case was fraudulent, obstruction of justice by destroying 
evidence by the U.S. Attorney Office, torture by medical means. 
TORTURE, TORTURE, TORTURE, This can happen to you or any 
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of us, this concerns me.

This one already has over 10,000 views but YouTube is slow at processing the 
view counts. It was promoted at GAB.com, MeWe, Minds and other alternative 
media platforms since Twitter, Facebook censors. Many are angry about what has 
happened to this Trump Supporter. The torture inhumanity aspect of falsely 
pleading guilty is being done to Donald Trump supporters this year.
Roger Stone even vouched for this man to be pardoned in January, 2021. Failed!

Proof that Brian D. Hill; USWGO Alt. News, is INNOCENT, being HELD 
HOSTAGE by Corrupt Federal Court

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkvLiooKltY

Proof that Brian D. Hill; USWGO Alt. News, was TORTURED 
into Falsely Pleading Guilty

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrLahE_2Zm4 
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